
Rococo



• Rococo began in Paris where it 
coincided with the rein of Louis XV 
(1723-74)

• By 1760, it was considered out of style in 
France, but was in vogue until the end of 
the century when it came to luxurious 
castles and churches throughout 
Germany, Austria, and Central Europe

• Rococo was primarily a form of 
interior decoration, the name 
deriving from the “rocaille” motif of 
shell-work and pebbles that ornamented 
grottoes and fountains

MOOD: 
Playful, superficial, alive with energy

INTERIOR DÉCOR: 
Gilded wood work, painted panels, enormous 
wall mirrors

SHAPES: 
S and C-curves, arabesques, ribbon-like scrolls

STYLE: Light, graceful, delicate

COLOURS: 
White, silver, gold, light pinks, blues, greens

FRENCH BUZZWORDS: 
“la grâce” (elegance) & “le goût” (refined taste)

• Rococo art was as 
decorative and 
non-functional as 
the elite aristocracy 
that embraced it

Grottoes: are decorative 

artificial caves that are also used 

as garden features. A grotto may 

be utilized to display statues and 

other works of art. Some garden 

grottoes are closer to buildings 

than caves. 



Eastern Art’s Influence on Rococo
• While the Baroque style focused mainly on 

Europe, Rococo was influenced by Eastern 
art 

• One of the most dominant Eastern imports 
during the Rococo period was the pagoda 

A pagoda is a tiered tower with multiple eaves common in Nepal, India, China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Burma and other parts of Asia.

Arabesque: linear decoration based on plant forms. They are complicated, intertwined, flowing designs first found in ancient Arabic art. 

• The decorative 
style of the 
arabesque that 
originates from 
the far east can 
be found in 
Rococo interior 
design



Rococo Architecture:  Interior Decorating
• In 18th century France, the exteriors of 

buildings continued to be Baroque

• Inside the private townhouse of Paris and 
the churches and palaces of Germany and 
Austria fanciful Rococo ornamentation 
was preferred

• François Cuvilliès’ Mirror Room 
(1734-39, Amalienburg, Germany) is one 
of the best examples of a Rococo interior

• The house, known as a “maison de 
plaisance” (pleasure house) is profusely 
but delicately decorated

• A series of arched mirrors, doors, and windows is surrounded by carved plants, 
cornucopias, animals, and musical instruments– all silver on a blue background

Cuvilliès, Mirror Room, 1734-39, Amalienburg, 
Germany, Mirrors, silver and blue carvingsCornucopias: Hand carved 

decorative wood pieces to 

adorn architectural pieces



• The Wieskirche ( or ‘church of the 
meadow’) in southern Bavaria has 
an undistinguished exterior, 
but inside it has an amazing décor 
– lighting is bright, walls are 
colourful, and there are many 
decorative motifs and ornaments

• The intended effect was to give 
the visitor a feeling of welcome 
and joy– the church was a 
pilgrimage church 

• The architect, Dominikus 
Zimmermann, was a craftsman– 
who worked in stucco– and had 
a love of ornament and richness 
of decoration

• The colours of the interior are 
white, gold, pinks and blues

Pilgrimage Church:

(a church that welcomed visitors on religious 

journeys from all around)

Dominikus Zimmermann, The interior of The Wieskirche, 
Bavaria, 1745-54, plaster and oil paint.



• Though Rococo originated in the purely 
decorative arts, the style transferred to 
painting 

• These painters used delicate colours and 
curving forms, decorating their canvases 
with stories 

• Portraiture was also popular among Rococo 
painters

• Landscapes were pastoral [outdoor nature 
scenes] and often depicted the leisurely 
outings of aristocratic (rich) couples

• Watteau painted fanciful images of well-
dressed men and women enjoying 
themselves in the open-air

• The interplay between fantasy and 
reality is the theme of this painting

Antoine Watteau, The Dance (Les Fêtes 
Vénitiennes), c.1717-18.  Oil on Canvas.

Rococo Painting & Drawing



• Some works from the Rococo period 
show a sort of naughtiness or 
impurity in the behaviour of their 
subjects, showing the historical trend 
of moving away from the Baroque's 
religious subjects

• Jean-Honoré Fragonard painted The 
Swing in 1776.  A woman on a swing 
was an established motif in French 
Rococo art especially in paintings of 
aristocratic lives of leisure

• The theme of the painting is love 
and passion 

• The man in the bush is a peeping-
tom figure

•  17th Century Symbols: 

  Cupid=love, Hat and Shoe=eroticism, Swing=flirtation

Jean-Honoré Fragonard The Swing. 1776, Oil on 
Canvas.

Motif: 

A reoccurring theme or 

pattern in a creative work.



• Rosalba Carriera was a Venetian Rococo 
painter taught by her father

• In her younger years, she specialized in 
portrait miniatures. She later became 
known for her pastel work, a medium 
appealing to the Rococo style for its soft 
edges and flattering surfaces

• After being accepted to the Académie 
Royale in Paris (an art school), Carriera 
spent the rest of her career in the 
European courts painting royal 
portraits

Rococo Traits: 
• Light, graceful and delicate handling of 

the pastel medium

• The pastel painting contains the typical 
Rococo colour scheme– white, gold, 
pinks and blues Rosalba Carriera. Self-Portrait with Portrait of 

Sister, 1715, pastel.



Rococo Influence in Contemporary Art

Shary Boyle describes her work as: “perversely 
ornate and beautiful, but in the way of excessive 
femininity that is just bizarre.”

Shary Boyle, Untitled, Porcelain, china paint, 20cm 
tall, 2005. Collection of the National Gallery of 
Canada.

• Shary Boyle is a contemporary Canadian 
artist who works in a variety of media

• Her porcelain sculptures contain 
intricate and delicate details that hide 
the fact that the subject matter is often 
disturbing or violent

• Her work is seductive and erotic, traits 
that connect her to the Rococo period

• Porcelain is traditionally a craft 
medium. In her work she explores this 
cultural marginalization as part of 
feminine culture. 

• Her sculptures of the Rococo create the 
illusion of softness and gentility

http://www.sharyboyle.com


